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vent fitment. MDFilip Active Member. I have not looked at a lot of others but I'm not happy with
the fitment of the front fender vents. This weekend I adjusted the hood latch and aligned the
hood to the fenders and they started looking aver the rest of the car and those fender vents look
terrible. Anyone remove and reinstall the stock vents? I'm thinking maybe they did not push
them in enough and the double sided tape stuck and is preventing them from seating properly.
My driver's side seems to not be in all the way at the very top. What is a front fender vent? This
is a front fender vent. I have the same issues with both of mine, though the passenger-side
piece isn't as bad as the driver-side one. If anyone knows of a fix that doesn't require the
dealership, please share! I thought I read one theory, perhaps here on another thread, that it
was because the fenders that are actually inconsistent and not so much the plastic vent covers.
I had that on my 16 but my 17 was ok. On the 16 what I did was just filled in the space with tube
of black silicone you can buy Walmart or automotive store and smoothed it at the edge with my
finger. Rubbed excess off with cloth. It looked perfect and gap not exposed any more. You'd
never have known it wasn't seated tight all along the edge. Both sides looked as if they were
now totally flush. RetiredFireCaptain Active Member. Drivers side here Each time I see one of
these discussions I think about the old Quality is Job 1 commercials. Drivers side bottom for
me. My advice is that if you are like me - a touch of OCD with these things - don't look closely at
the car. HEP 15 said:. You must log in or register to reply here. Telecaster Guitar Forum. Win a
Broadcaster or one of 3 Teles! The annual Supporting Member Giveaway is on. To enter Click
Here. To see all the prizes and full details Click Here. To view the thread about the giveaway
Click Here. Jun 4, Posts: Age: 53 Posts: Posts: 3, IMO the variance in opinions are due to the
mustang's potential for extreme variance in tone and god knows how many possibilities that
cause one guy to find it's best and the next not to. Look at the "recorded" sounding tone so
many cite. It's already been shown thats not the way the amp sounds if you set it not to. I myself
have found that sound in it and was able to remove it even more than the MIII which now by
comparison sound more recorded! Look at the post a page or so ago Pure proof right there of
what i'm saying unless you want to believe his is an isolated case that has and will never
happen again. I even believe that is shane were to play with one long enough he;d feel the same
as i and many others. One a side note i also think there are amp issues contributing in SOME
cases. I had tone issues on mine where the tione was bad due to firmware corruption and the
stereo models may well have issues with phase when set certain ways with regards to effects.
Now i'm not saying no one is going to think it sounds bad even hearing the GT's best, even if
they heard it tweaked to what would be THIER best. There are always some that won't like it.
Same as a tube amp. But the point is that IMO the majority of the difference in opinion is due to
people not hearing it's best. But thats the case and the fact is the amp's absolute best takes
time to find for any number of reasons and thats becoming more and more clear here and at
other forums every day. I see things turning around already and i'm positive in time that will
change to where it will become tonaly more respected than the old mustang because it truly is. I
have had both side by side for a couple weeks now and it;s very obvious now that i have it
dialed in and playing them side by side that the new one is undeniably better sounding past the
point of subjectivity. Anyways, all that said, personally i'm positive it's a case of people not
hearing the potential for any number of reasons, and i firmly believe it will turn around in time in
a big way, and i'm already seeing thats started. New firmware will be out in a couple weeks and
thats makes three in about a month. Fender did IMO release it too early, but with three updates
in a month compared to the V2's two in the 5 years or thereabouts that it was out goes to show
fender is listening and working overtime to make good on the issues people have been citing.
GrantR and Cliffyg62 like this. Last edited: Jun 4, GrantR likes this. Cliffyg62 , burntfrijoles and
9fingers like this. Posts: 7, Jim Dep and GrantR like this. Posts: 1, Line 6 recently updated the
firmware for their Amplifis! Competition is good!! Cliffyg62 likes this. Posts: 2, Jun 5, You must
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Messages 1, Messages 19, I posted a thread earlier this morning asking about the GT as a

power amp versus the Kat. Then I started reading a bunch of threads of audio drop out, blinking
display screens and other things that I deleted the thread and moved on. When paired with the
new Fender Tone 3. This is everything that that should have been and was promised yet not
fufilled? Messages This looks interesting. It would be even nicer if it had MIDI-In, but then
Fender would miss out on all the revenue from the 7-button footswitch. I am SO in. Messages 7,
I like and still own my Mustang 3 v2. After buying a GT and quickly selling it at a loss when
many of the touted features did not work at all or worked poorly, I am gonna be real slow to
trust another Fender modelling amp. Last edited: Jan 15, Saxon68 Member. SteveGuitarYT
Member. Besides better tone, I hope FiestaRed Member. Messages 2, FiestaRed said:. One of
the best amps ive ever owened. Sounds great and being able to use the 4 button AND 2 button
switch made it great. I Have the 3 and the head. I loved my III V2. Elantric Member. Messages 10,
JCW said:. We use a Mustang III v2 at church almost every week and it's still going strong and
sounding great after several years of use. Last edited: Jan 16, Pastafarian Member. Messages 5,
JiveTurkey said:. Pastafarian said:. I can tell you. Sorry I missed the thread. The Katana
completely smokes the GT as a power amp. Better feel and tone across the board. You must log
in or register to reply here. Trending Topics M. African-American Builders? Started by mabnotes
Yesterday at AM Replies: Amps and Cabs. Do you hide guitars from service workers? Started by
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Are the OEM one's pinned? David Schmidt Well-Known Member. Yes, the GT fenders have holes
and the emblems have pins. I replaced the F badges on my truck with blacked out ones, had to
adjust the placement to cover the pin holes but it looks good. MikeyTX said:. Vlad Soare
Well-Known Member. You can remove the original badges intact with a bit of care and patience I
did , but cleaning off the adhesive residue is a real PITA. David Schmidt said:. WD Pro said:.
Maybe I read your question a little different. Be patient getting the old badges off, mine were
stuck really well How hard is the pony emblem to replace? MaskedRacerX Driver. My
aftermarket 5. Last edited: Jan 2, The Pony isn't terrible, basically you remove the radiator top
cover, that plastic piece with like 10 or so push pins a forked trim tool is very helpful. The
replacement parts does use clips, just some 3M, and the cutout is sort of "self-aligning" so you
don't really need pins in it. That truly sucks swamp water. Thank you for the picture. At least I
know where to drill. Being a bleeder I will purchase the parts and let my servicing dealers trim
shop do it. Less expensive that a trip to the emergency room. You must log in or register to
reply here. Supporting Membership. Forums New posts Trending Search forums. Media New
media New comments Search media. Resources Latest reviews Search resources. Members
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page. Go to page. First Prev of Go to page. Elantric Member. Messages 10, Messages 5. J4zz
Member. Messages I even took the password off my wifi and tried again. I have also tried
manual setup for my wifi on both my the app and amp and still it is not connecting. I have even
disabled the 5gz freq from my hub and tried, still cannot connect. MIke MM Member. Bonifacio02
said:. Would a multieffect as the nux mg fit the bill or do you use other pedals? Messages 19,
Whatever you do, Fender; never release a desktop editor. Elantric said:. Must connect amp to
your WiFi at 2. JiveTurkey said:. Last edited: Nov 28, J4zz said:. I'd also add, if it won't connect
under those conditions, have you tried rebooting the wifi router? Messages 1, I think we agree
and you just don't know it I've never seen such a consistent problem with the same. That could
have been avoided by going a different route. Like not buying a Fender Mustang GT. Thank you
j4zz and elantric for both replying and trying to help btw, much appreciated. I have also tried
turning the hub off and on again, and like before have fiddled with each option of the protocols
even the ones that fender have stated on their website. Last edited: Dec 2, Messages 2, I would
move on to another amp. There are just too many good products available to screw around with
that. Would also like to thank j4zz for trying to help also! PSergio Member. Messages 7. PSergio
said:. Hi everyone! Just a couple of weeks ago got my GTX50 and set up wifi and bluetooth. But
unfortunately my amp does not recognize available firmware updates. But Tone app requests to
update to 3. I found the mentioning of similar issues in this forum thread with response that
they eventually were able to update the amp after hours of struggle. For me this is not the case.
I tried tons of times, with cnob and middle left button, even full restore and still no success.

Fender support just responds with regular recommendation to reach out local service center
but it is not available in my location. Is there anyone who experienced the same issue? Probably
someone knows the silver bullet? Any help would be appreciated. Please help! Just wondering
if anyone faced this problem and was able to fix it without returning the amp to the store?
Recovery does not help. Last edited: Nov 29, You must log in or register to reply here. Trending
Topics M. African-American Builders? Started by mabnotes Yesterday at AM Replies: Amps and
Cabs. Do you hide guitars from service workers? Started by spi Friday at AM Replies: Guitars in
General. Which pedals were instant keepers for you, no drama, no doubts? Started by skiltrip
Wednesday at AM Replies: Fender Stratocaster Guitar Forum. Messages: 2, I got rid of my
Katana a month or so back with the intention of getting another long story. Well, review after
review, video after video, I ordered a new Mustang GT Tubes are great but tricked out solid
states are fun. Any setting suggestions for John Petrucci and Ola Englund tones would be
greatly appreciated. Bob the builder likes this. Age: 57 Messages: Good luck with your new
mustang gt You can get lots of good sounds from it. Be careful though I saw a guy using a
mustang gt on open mike night a a local coffee shop and some jerk in the audience was using a
smartphone app to change the volume and effects settings without the musicians consent.
Chont and shupe13 like this. Age: 45 Messages: 9, Stratoskater , Apr 8, Messages: 1, Anyone
that does that deserves a kick in the balls. However, I'd save a kick for the beancounter at
Fender that nixed better security in the communication protocol or the engineer that didn't think
it necessary. Stratoskater and circles like this. Age: 62 Messages: I'm still wondering about your
long story - why'd you return a Katana and order a Mustang? Just curious, as I'm thinking about
a non-tube amp, and the Katanas seems to be miles ahead of the new Mustang amps, although I
haven't had a chance to try either. YeOldeRocker , Apr 8, Mesaman likes this. Messages: Going
from a Katana to a GT seems like a step in the wrong direction. Good luck. Mesaman , Apr 8,
Lovnmesomestrat and radd like this. Last edited: Apr 8, Lovnmesomestrat , johnnymg and Bob
the builder like this. Age: 45 Messages: Returning anything for the gt is a mistake, mine went
back in a day. I hope you like it. Kstu , Apr 8, Mesaman , Lovnmesomestrat , shupe13 and 1
other person like this. I guess your explanation makes some sense, except the cost of the amps
are pretty equal; if you loved the Katana, your friend loved the Katana, wouldn't you simply
replace the Katana you traded with another or have your friend buy their own? Too much
equipment, too little time Still, let us k
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now what you think of the Mustang, especially after having owned the Katana; maybe you'll like
it. Messages: 6, Absolutely zero. I used it completely plug and play. Age: 36 Messages: 3,
ProSonicLive , Apr 8, I thought all the mustangs were great. I don't know how Fender thought
the gt was even acceptable never mind an upgrade. My only guess is they really wanted to get
involved with Bluetooth but it is such an enormous sacrifice on everything else. The gt felt like
it weighed about 4lbs if that gives you an idea of the components inside plus the extremely
cheap speaker. I am the biggest advocate of staying far away from this amp and I believe
everything can sound great. The katana is a jcm if compared to the gt. Don't do it! Mesaman and
shupe13 like this. Mesaman , Apr 9, The Birdman likes this. You must log in or sign up to reply
here. Show Ignored Content. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No,
create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password?

